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Winter  Holidays Homework  
Necessary Tips: 

 Homework should be done in neat and clean manner. 

 Use only A4 size coloured sheet paper. 

 Revise the syllabus which is done in the class for all subjects thoroughly. 

 Enjoy the holidays with a sip of hot milk and soup!!!! 

English  :-   A) Have you ever visited a village ? Write your experience in 10-15  

lines and frame a village scene with your description. 

B) Choose and Read any one moral story book and illustrate its moral 

on a sheet, also draw your favourite character from the story .Few 

books are listed below for your reference :- 

*Panchtantra  *Little Red Riding  Hood. *The Jungle Book 

* The Famous Five.*Beauty and the Beast.  *My Treasury of 

favourite tales 

 

Maths    :-    *Name one object each from your surroundings in the shape of a:- 

  cube, cuboid, sphere, cone and cylinder and paste the picture on A4 size  

sheet.    

*Learn Tables  from 2 to 15 thoroughly. 

 

Hindi    :-      
 
 
 

EVS       :-  *Make a picture album of wild and domestic animals by using handmade  

sheets, also write few lines about each of them. 

  *Watch any informative channel like Discovery Kids, National 

Geographic on TV. Collect and write 5 current information you viewed on 

it . 

 *Make a Signboard by using any shape to “SAVE NATURE”. One is 

given for your reference. 

 

 

 

Computer :-   Make a beautiful poster on “My Grandparents” in MS Word . 

 

GK.              :-    Paste the picture of your favourite sports  personality and also answer  

 Why he/she is your favourite? 

 With which sport is he/she associated ? 

 What efforts will you put in to become like him/her? 

 

Art & Craft   :-Draw and colour any one of the following  scenes on an A4 sheet:- 

   Birthday Party or Holi. 

 

Do not cut 

trees 


